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...you may be wondering how you came to receive this...
Due to various, and lengthy reasons, Mallardi § I decided that DOUBLE:BILL
should cease as of issue #21. It was an amicable parting: we still co-own all the
equipment, and plan on occasional joint publishing ventures, as well as our in
dividual efforts.
[Yes, Virginia, there will be a Double:Bill Reader...Real Soon
Now!]
In the meantime, assuming you had future issues of D:B to your credit, you
will receive an equivalent number of both our individual efforts. Example: If your
sub expired with D:B #23...you will now get Outworlds I & II PLUS Mallardi’s first
two issues. Everybody understand?

’Life-time’ recipients of D:B [you know who you are] will naturally get all
of both of our publications.
/
This issue is also being sent to all D:B traders, in the hope that Joan 8 I
will be on the receiving end of your publications.

Contributions of Art and written material are eagerly sought.

Lettering guide, or fancy electronic stencilled headings are not gone
forever. Overall size will remain 8-1/2x11, but format will change constantly.
Offset will be employed, as well as multi-colored work.

Next issue will be out in time for Marcon.
be in before the end of February, if possible.

Material, letters, etc., should

Double:Bill Art Folio: We find ourselves with an over-run of many D:B covers 8 full
page illoes from the first 20 issues. A selection of TEN different ones for $2.00.
## Copies of Fabian’s cover for #21: 20$ each.
[Outworlds also has a very limited
number of both the Mike Gilbert illoes in this issue, on 28# white stock:25$ each.
Back Issues: Very few copies of #21 left at $1.00 each: it WILL NOT be re-run. #
D:B #3 [4 copies] 50$ ea. ** #4 [3] 50$ each. ** #6 [1] 75$ ** #7 [1] $5.00! **
#8 [4] $2. each ++ #9 [1] $3. ** #10 [6] 50$ ea. ** #12 [5] 50$ each—as are the
following: #13 [5]: #14 [14]; #15 [22]; #16 [5]; #17 [12]; 8 at 75$ each—#20 [3].
BACK ISSUES & ART WILL BE MAILED WITH THE NEXT OUTWORLDS :: FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED!
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